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Principal’s Report 
Remembrance Day 

Each year in Australia, on the 11th of November, we pause to 

commemorate the end of the First World War and remember the 

sacrifices made by those involved. 

At Ruskin Park we recognise this day in a number of ways. In addition 

to classroom discussions, we hold a special Assembly, led by students 

in Year Four. It was held via WebEx this year but still included the 

reading of poems, The Last Post and a minute silence.  

We were also thrilled to again be a part of the Croydon RSL Remembrance Day Service. Our Senior choir performed 

in a special ceremony that reminded those in attendance of the sacrifices made by many brave men and women.  

COVID Update 

It is wonderful to have all classes back onsite learning together. I do want to thank our families for being proactive 

and monitoring the COVID situation. The communication I am receiving from parents is appreciated as it assists in 

understanding what is occurring in our community as we navigate a global pandemic.   

In the coming weeks I am optimistic that we may be able to welcome parents and visitors to outdoor assemblies. I 

will let you know if/when this is possible. While indoor mask requirements have not changed, parents no longer 

need to wear masks when outdoors. However I ask that you carry a mask and wear it when 1.5m distancing cannot 

be maintained.  

Book Week Dress Up Day 2022 

A reminder that Tuesday 16 November is our Book Week dress up day. We can’t wait to see everyone’s costumes. It 

promises to be a fun day! 

 

Upcoming Dates 

November 
Friday 12th  

Monday 15th  

Tuesday 16th   

Wednesday 17th  

Thursday 25th  

Monday 29th  

Tuesday 30th   

December 
Wednesday 1st  

Thursday 2nd   

Friday 3rd   

Monday 6th  

 

  
Sushi Lunch Day 

Book Week Incursion  

Book Week Dress Up Day  

2022 Foundation Transition 

Free Dress Day 

Whole School Transition 

Year 2 Science Incursion 

 
Year 3 Overnight Camp 

Year 2 Sleepover 

Subway Lunch 

Foundation 2022 Information Night- 

7pm 

December 
Monday 6th  

Tuesday 7th  

Tuesday 7th  

Wednesday 8th  

Thursday 9th  

Monday 13th   

Monday 13th  

Monday 13th  

Wednesday 15th  

Thursday 16th   

Friday 17th   

 
Whole School Transition 

2022 Foundation Transition (9:15am) 

Year 7 2022 Transition Day 

Year 6 Excursion 

Christmas Concert (TBC) 

Year 6 Graduation 

Moving up Day 

Reports Live on Compass 

Year 6 Celebration Day 

Class Party Day 

End of Term 4: 1-30pm Dismissal 



 

 

Planning for 2022 

We will soon commence the process of formulating classes for next year. This is a complex process with 

consideration given to a variety of factors, including academic and social balance. If any parent has something 

specific they would like considered, this should be put in writing and addressed to me by Monday 15 November.  

Free Dress Day 

Each year, our graduating Year 6 students plan a fundraiser to support their end of year ceremony. This year, a free 

dress day will be held on Thursday 25 November. On this day students are invited to wear free dress and to bring a 

gold coin donation.  

2022 Foundation Transition 

It was wonderful to welcome our newest students to school this week for their first onsite transition session. There 

was a mixture of nerves and excitement, but they all did a wonderful job. They adapted well to the new environment 

and engaged readily in play based activities and a maths task. Our next session is Wednesday 17 November.  

Start Dates for 2022 

I know it is a long way off, and there is so much to see, do and experience before the 2022 school year begins, 

however to assist with forward planning I would like to provide you with advance notice of arrangements for the 

start of next year. Staff will officially return to school on Friday 28 January. The first day for all students, including 

Foundation, will be Monday 31 January 2022.  

Whole School Transition Program 

Towards the end of this term, students currently at Ruskin Park will participate in our whole school transition 

program. On Monday 29 November and Monday 6 December, students will spend an hour in their new year level. 

They will move as a group and will not be separated into their 2022 classes. These sessions are designed to create a 

sense of excitement and ease any nerves students may have about entering a new class. Please be aware that 

staffing for 2022 is still being finalised and staff will be in their current year levels for this transition program.  

Students will find out their 2022 classes and teacher on Monday 13 December.   

Andrew Moore 

Principal 

 

Foundation 

The Foundation students are continuing to work hard with reading and writing poetry. We are becoming more 

confident at reciting poems together as a group and a class. Watch this space…we might even treat you to us reading 

some choral poetry later in the term! Lots of the poems we are reading and writing have rhyming elements. Maybe 

play some games at home with rhymes if you can and see how impressive we`re becoming at spotting and 

suggesting rhyming words. 

This week we`ve been consolidating and developing our place value understanding, focusing specifically on the teen 

numbers. We`ve been using a variety of materials to split the tens and ones and show the number we`ve made. 

Some of us have done this with larger numbers to show place value in many different ways. We are trying to record 

our findings accurately with the correct number formations.  

In Science, we are continuing to investigate how forces and motion impact the world around us using items such as 

toys and games and through sport, play etc. The balloon rocket experiment was a great success and it encouraged 



 

 

some wonderful discussions at school as they explained their thinking to us. We have more exciting science 

experiments to explore over the next few weeks! 

Next week is Book Week. Remember to have a think at home about books and characters you like and ideas for your 

costume if you would like to dress up. We can`t wait to see what you come as. Our door displays are well under way, 

as are some exciting Book Week activities for us to enjoy. 

 

 

 

 

 

Junior School 
Year 1 

It has been amazing having the students back for our first full week of onsite learning! Don’t forget that it is our 

rescheduled Book Week next week. We will be taking part in the exciting ‘Littlelight’ incursion on Monday, having a 

fun Book Dress Up Day on Tuesday and participating in lots of special Book Week activities in the classroom 

throughout the week. We can’t wait to see all their fabulous costumes and take lots of photos!  

Literacy  

This week will be our last week focusing on imaginative narratives. The students have done an amazing job at using 

the ‘Ohh, Ahh, Uh-Oh, Phew’ format to plan and create detailed stories that include all the necessary elements. We 

have continued to explore a variety of different narratives and discuss the text structure and features.  



 

 

Moving forward, we are going to be focusing on transactional writing and texts. 

Students will get the opportunity to explore how people communicate information 

using a range of different formats, such as letters, emails and invitations. This will 

be achieved through reading and looking at a range of different texts to study their 

features, as well as completing various transactional writing pieces. Encourage your 

child at home to start looking at this topic. This could be as simple as getting them 

to write a letter to someone that they live with, or even better, Santa!  

Maths 

We have been focussing on patterns in our everyday environment as well as using 

numbers. We have identified and created increasing, decreasing and repeating 

patterns using numbers and objects. 

Students have also been revising their number facts by playing games with cards 

and dice.   They have been articulating their choices and explaining the outcomes of their decisions.  

       

 
Science  

In Science, we have continued our unit on Light and Sound. We discussed the different types of light sources we have 

in our environment and categorised objects into ‘Transparent’, ‘Translucent’ and ‘Opaque’ depending on how, or if 

light travels through them. Students participated in an engaging discussion about how shadows are formed, and how 

long or short the shadow is depends on the positioning of the light source.  

Geography 

We have continued where we left off with our Geography unit ‘Connections to Place’ discussing special places to us 

and Dreamtime/Creation stories. This week we looked at the story of Tnorala (Gosses Bluff) which is a special 

Dreamtime/Creation story about how the Gosses Bluff was formed according to the Aboriginal people.  

Year 2 

 
When reading, students have been identifying persuasive language in 

a variety of texts and have looked at different perspectives and 

arguments. ‘The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs! By A. Wolf’, engaged 

students to look at how the wolf tries to convince us that he was 

innocent and wrongly accused. This was then further strengthened 

when reading a newspaper article titled ‘Kon Krete’ which persuades 

readers to use their concrete bricks to create a safe home which 

cannot be huffed and puffed down.      

 



 

 

In Writing, students have used persuasive language and sentence starters to write persuasive letters to their class 

teachers, Mr Moore, Ms Young and a person of their choice. Using their OREO planners they have constructed their 

introductions, reasons and conclusions to persuade the reader in a strong and powerful way. Students thoroughly 

enjoyed writing persuasive letters to Santa, persuading him to bring them a variety of toys. 

 

In Spelling, students have been looking at the blends ‘scr’ and ‘str’, brainstorming words and interesting sentences 

that contain these blends and trying to include these words in their writing. 

 

We have been further developing our knowledge of time in Maths, using the correct terminology of o’clock, half 

past, quarter past and quarter to. Students have been practising reading a clock and representing the time as 

analogue and digital. We enjoyed practising telling the time with a 

partner and revising that the hour and minute hand need to be a 

different length to tell the time properly.  

 

In Science, students have been identifying forces in motion, such 

as push and pull and how we use these forces in our lives daily 

through actions such as opening a door or pushing in a chair. We 

developed our knowledge further by creating wheels and axles 

and practising how to use the forces of push and pull to move it. 

The students enjoyed a competition of who can push their wheels 

and axles the furthest. 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Middle School 

Year 3 

Literacy 

In Literacy this week students have loved making connections to Roald Dahl’s life and his stories. We had great fun 

identifying links between countries where Roald Dahl worked that matched the settings and locations within The 

Twits and The Enormous Crocodile. In Writing we have begun drafting our own short narratives in the style of Roald 

Dahl texts. Students have made sure they include a theme within their stories and a range of descriptive language to 

make their writing interesting. 

 

Maths 

In Maths we have been revising our understanding of place value. Students have been working on identifying 

numbers up to tens of thousands, and representing numbers in a range of ways including numerical form, worded 

form and pictorial form. We ordered numbers using number lines and continued a range of number patterns. 



 

 

Students have also been revising their understanding of multiplication and identifying what a factor and multiple is. 

Next week we will be revising division.  

 

Science 

In Science students have revised their understanding of the three 

different types of rock: igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic. We 

discussed the different types of soil and have begun to learn about 

the causes of erosion. Students went on a hunt around the school 

looking for examples of erosion and made educated guesses as to 

what was causing it.  

 

Digitech  

Students have started to learn about Spheros and how to connect to them using an iPad. They explored how to make 

them move by using coding blocks to control the direction and speed of the Spheros. Next week they will begin to 

explore how to program the Sphero to create shapes such as a square or triangle.  

 

History 

In History students have been researching symbols and emblems of Australia. They found the significance of 

Australia’s national colours- green and gold very interesting. Students worked in pairs to research the meaning 

behind a variety of symbols and emblems and shared the interesting facts they found with their classmates. 

Year 4 

In Literacy, Year 4 students have worked hard to complete their multi-genre projects. They have read widely on a 

topic of their choice and composed their own fiction and nonfiction texts. In Reading, we have focused on 

determining the important idea in nonfiction texts and finding supporting details. With practice and lots of 

discussions about the message in shared texts, students have improved their ability to work out the author’s purpose 

and message. In Writing, students have conferred with the teacher and updated their individual learning goals. We 

can’t wait to see how students work towards achieving these goals during our upcoming Literacy unit, ‘Persuasive 

Text.’ 

This week we have also been preparing for Book Week! We have created door displays based on a novel we read 

earlier in the year, ‘How to Train Your Dragon.’ We are looking forward to the Book Week performance, dress-up day 

and having fun exploring the new CBCA nominated books. 

In Maths, we have been learning about Volume and Capacity. We have used scaled instruments such as measuring 

jugs to measure the volume of liquids, and MAB and linking cubes to measure the volume of solids. This hands-on 

unit is a lot of fun, and we have enjoyed exploring measurement in real-world situations. 

 



 

 

 

Senior School  
It has been great to have our students back onsite.  

We have been impressed with the students’ return to school and their endeavour to tackle all learning tasks and 

work with their classmates.  

Year Five 

Our students have settled in well to their first full week back at school and have 

really enjoyed catching up with their friends and reconnecting. A reminder of our 

Book Week Incursion on Monday. Payment and consent for this is required on 

Compass.  

 

Literacy 

This week our students have revised what makes great writing by creating 

imaginative narratives and including a range of elements such as figurative and 

sensory language, hooks and cliff hangers, and then sharing them for some peer 

feedback.  

 

We are also beginning to plan and write a range of leadership speeches including 

those for 2022 Captaincy roles as well as being a Buddy. You might like to talk to 

your child about their speech and encourage them to think about all the amazing things they have been a part of at 

Ruskin Park. Further details on the timeline and process will be confirmed soon.  

Maths  

We have continued to work through our unit on decimals by reading and writing decimals and connecting these to 

fractions. We have placed decimals on a number line and learnt how to round decimals to a given value. Students 

have begun practising their times tables facts and we encourage you to work with them at home to continue to 

develop their skills.  

 

Geography 

This week we have worked hard towards completing our Country project. Students have explored the culture of their 

country as well as the biomes and climate. Students have continued to work hard on their research skills to respond 

to the question, “How do people, places and culture differ around the world?” 

 

 



 

 

Year Six 

In Mathematics, students have been learning about probability and identifying the chance of events occurring. 

Students have been involved in a range of hands-on activities including using counters, dice and cards, to observe 

and tally results in chance activities. They have then compared this to the expected frequencies. Students have also 

been representing their results as either a fraction, decimal or percentage.  

In Digital Technologies, students have been working collaboratively to assemble their mBot as part of our robotics 

unit. Students needed to follow the instruction manual carefully, identifying the correct equipment parts to ensure 

their mBot would function correctly. This involved problem solving and working together to identify errors in their 

assembly; be it connecting the wheels to the wrong motor or using the incorrect screws.  

Once the mBot was assembled, students were provided with time to explore and play with their creation. Using 

iPads and bluetooth, students programmed their mBot to play music, flash the lights, follow a line, avoid obstacles, 

etc.  

In coming weeks, students will work in their teams to carefully program their mBot to follow a specific set of 

instructions, creating a more sophisticated program for their robot to follow.  

Graduation 

We are excited to announce that we will be able to run our Year Six Graduation this year. 

The event will be held at Ruskin Park Primary School, and due to COVID restrictions, 

will be an outside event for parents/guardians. 

Photos and the ceremony will be at the beginning of the night, with each student 

able to have two adults in attendance.  

Students and staff will then have a dinner and dessert in the gym afterwards. 

Students are then requested to be collected at 8:45pm. 

Schedule: 

- 5:30pm Arrival & photos 

- 6:00pm Ceremony 

- 7:15pm Dinner 

- 8:00pm Dessert 

- 8:45pm Finish 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
THE RUSKIN PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL VISION 

Every student at Ruskin Park Primary School can develop their natural curiosity 

and imagination through new and engaging approaches to teaching and learning. 

The encouragement of a positive attitude within a friendly community of learners 

will promote success today, tomorrow and into the future. 

THE RUSKIN PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL VALUES ARE 

Building Friendship, Creativity, Honesty & Respect 

 

Other News 
Book Week Celebrations 
 
Prior to remote learning, we were in the process of organising activities to help celebrate Book Week.  We are 

pleased to inform you that we have been able to reschedule the planned incursion ‘Littlelight’ for Monday 15 

November.   You will notice the event has been updated on Compass.   We kindly ask that you provide consent and 

organise payment for the event by Friday 12 November.  

 

We acknowledge that the students have missed out on a lot of opportunities due to lockdown this year so we would 

also like to hold a ‘Book Week’ dress-up day.  On Tuesday 16 November we invite your child to come to school 

dressed as their favourite book character.  Due to current restrictions, we will be unable to host a whole school book 

parade; however we promise to take lots of photos of the students with their peers.  Please enter the following 

dates into your diaries: 

 

Friday 12 November:       Payment and consent for ‘Littlelight’ incursion due. 

Monday 15 November:  ‘Littlelight’ incursion. 

Tuesday 16 November:   Dress up as your favourite book character.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ashley Jessica Jax Mirko Donika Logan Adrian Emily Tara 

Khun Khun Samara Zedd Nathaniel Rivaan Alfie Happy Cung Teller 

Van Zara Jordy Katie      

 

 

 

 

 

These students have recently celebrated their birthdays 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  


